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Abstract. Programmable and active networks allow specified classes
of users to deploy dynamic network services adapted to data streams
requirements. Currently most of researches performed on active networks
are conducted in research laboratories. In this paper, we explore the
design of IAN2 an Industrial Autonomic Network Node able to be
deployed in industrial context. Performance, dynamic programmability
and fault-tolerance issues of software and hardware components have
been prospected. First experimental evaluations on local platforms are
presented.1

1 Introduction

Research works about active and programmable networks and evaluation of the
experimental prototypes take place mostly in academical research laboratory.
Currently no “plug and process” active equipments are available on the market
place.

In the framework of a cooperative industrial maintenance and monitoring
project (TEMIC project[3]), in which we are currently involved with differ-
ent academic and industrial partners, we design devices to be easily and ef-
ficiently deployable in an industrial context. Once the hardware deployed and
used, it must also be easily removable at the end of the maintenance or
monitoring contract. In this project, we deploy our devices in secured indus-
trial departments, restricted areas, or in an out-of-the-way locations. These de-
vices must act as auto-configurable and re-programmable network nodes. Thus,
the equipments must be autonomic and must not require direct human
intervention.

The design of an autonomic network equipment must take into account specific
requirements of active equipments in terms of dynamic service deployment, auto
settings, self configuration, monitoring but also in terms of hardware specification

1 This project is supported by french RNRT Temic [3] project with SWI Company,
INRIA, GRTC and LIFC.
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(limited resources, limited mechanical parts constraints, dimension constraints),
reliability and fault tolerance.

This paper presents our current work on the design and adaptation of an
industrial autonomic network node. We propose an adaptation of a generic high
performance active network environment (Tamanoir [8]) in order to deploy on
limited resources based network boxes and to increase reliability and scalability.
The implementation process is based on a hardware solution provided by the
Bearstech[2] company. Through this approach we propose the architecture of
an Industrial Autonomic Network Node (called IAN2) able to be deployed in
industrial platforms. We evaluate the capabilities of IAN2 in terms of computing
and networking resources and dynamic re-programmability.

This paper is organized as follows. Hardware and software are respectively
described in section 2 and 3. Section 4 shows first performance evaluation of
the IAN2. Section 5 briefly covers others works on industrial active nodes and
finally the paper concludes in section 6.

2 Hardware Platform

This section describes briefly the hardware used to implement the IAN2 indus-
trial autonomic network node. To support a transportable solution, we use a
small compact aluminium case which hosts a small motherboard (200x150 mm)
featuring a VIA C3 CPU 1GHz (supporting the x86 instruction set), 256MB
DDR RAM, 3 Giga Ethernet LAN port, 2 PCMCIA slot, 4 USB port and one
serial port.

To reduce risk of failure, we choose a fan less hardware solution. Moreover,
the box does not embed a mechanical hard disk drive. The operating system, file
system and execution environment are stored in a memory card (e.g Compact
Flash).

Figure 1 shows, on the left, an inside view of the case where we can see
the small mother board and its large passive cooling system (white part) hiding

Fig. 1. Internal and connections views of the industrial autonomic network node
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chipset and CPU. A second picture shows a backside view of the case with all
connectors.

3 Software Execution Environment

3.1 Operating System

The industrial autonomic network node environment runs over Btux provided
by the Bearstech[2] company. Btux is based on a GNU/Linux operating sys-
tem running a 2.6.12 kernel version. However the whole system has been rebuilt
from scratch and designed for embedding systems (small memory footprint, se-
lected command set available). The operating system respects standards and
is remotely upgradeable to easily apply patches and updates without human
intervention.

For the IAN2 node, we worked in tight collaboration with the Bearstech
engineers to add a secured network wireless connection and multimedia sensors
(audio and video) support. We also use information returned by internal sensors
(i.e temperature) in order to take intelligent decision and do not expose our
hardware to critical situation (e.g over heating).

3.2 Programmable Dynamic Environment

This section describes the software used on top of the operating system node
(described above). This software is called an Execution Environment (EE) which
is used to dynamically plug-in and run Active Applications (AA) also called
active services. A service is deployed on demand and applied on one or several
data streams. Services can run in parallel and are all executed in the EE.

IAN2 software architecture. We propose the IAN2 Industrial Autonomic
Network Node architecture (Fig. 2). This node supports switching and routing

Network Services

Sandbox for deploying 
network services

Storage facilities

Switching and routing 
protocols

Fig. 2. IAN2: Industrial Autonomic Network Node
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protocols through wire and wireless connection hardware. The limited CPU fa-
cilities are open to dynamically deploy autonomic services. Some limited storage
capabilities are available to support heterogeneous classes of services.

Our Execution Environment calledTamanoirembedded is based on the Tamanoir
[7,8] software suite written by L. Lefèvre and J.P. Gelas (from INRIA, France). The
Tamanoir suite is a high-performance execution environment for active networks
designed to be deployed in either local area networks or wide area networks. It is
a prototype software with features too complex for an industrial purpose (cluster-
based approach, Linux modules, multi-level services[11]. . . ).

Due to some typical industrial constraints (e.g code maintenance), we reduce
the code complexity and remove all unused classes and methods or actually
useless for the Temic [3] project. It allows us to reduce the overall size of the
software suite and make the maintenance and improvement of the code easier
for service developers (Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. From a generic Active Network environment (Tamanoir) to an Industrial Au-
tonomic Environment (Tamanoirembedded)

Tamanoirembedded is a dedicated software platform fully written in Java and
suitable for heterogeneous services. Tamanoir provides various methods for dy-
namic service deployment. First method allows services to be downloaded from
a service repository to a Tamanoir Active Node (TAN). Second method allows a
TAN to request the service from the previous active node crossed by the active
data stream (Figure 4).

Autonomic Service Deployment Autonomic Service Deployment

Fig. 4. Autonomic Service Deployment on wire connections
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Tamanoirembedded also supports autonomic deployment and services updating
through mobile equipments (Figure 5). Inside automatic maintenance projects,
we deploy wireless based IAN2 nodes in remote industrial environments (no
wire connections available). In order to download maintenance information,
human agents can come near IAN2 nodes to request informations. During
this step, mobile equipments (PDA, Tablets, cellulars) are also used as mo-
bile repositories to push new services and software inside autonomic nodes
(Figure 5).

Autonomic Service 
Deployment 

Multimedia streams

Fig. 5. Autonomic Service Deployment through mobile nodes

4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present first evaluations of the industrial autonomic network
node. Experimental results are divided into three categories. First, we present
results in terms of network performances (wire and wireless networks). Then, we
explore some preliminary results obtained with the software of the autonomic
execution environment of the IAN2. And last, we present experimental results
obtained in a multimedia industrial context.

4.1 Network Performances

We evaluate the performances of IAN2 concerning wire and wireless network in-
terfaces. We used the iperf[1] tool for measuring TCP bandwidth performances.
Iperf can report bandwidth, delay jitter and datagram loss. We experiment net-
work performances within two topologies (Figure 6).

Streams generation Streams generation

Forwarding IAN2

Streams exchange

Fig. 6. back-2-back and gateway experimental local platforms
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We call back-2-back topology when one IAN2 is connected straight to another
IAN2 through a short (50 cm) Ethernet cable (cat 6) (Figure 6). We call gateway
topology when we connect two IAN2 through a third one. In this case we allow
IP forwarding on the node in the middle. We set the TCP no delay IPerf option
which disables Nagle algorithm but we didn’t noticed any significant difference.
Table 1 shows bandwidth results and corresponding CPU usage under the two
different topologies. We observe that back-2-back IAN2 nodes failed to obtain
a full Gbit bandwidth with TCP streams. When a third node is involved as a
gateway, throughput is also more impacted. These results come mainly from the
limited CPU embedded in the IAN2 which limits the capabilities of sending
large streams of data.

Table 1. Raw performances shown by iperf with default values of buffer length and
TCP window size

Configuration. Throughput cpu send cpu recv cpu gateway
back-2-back 488 Mbps 90% 95% N/A

gateway (1 stream) 195 Mbps 29% 28% 50%
gateway (8 streams) 278 Mbps 99% 65% 70%

For the next experience, we use one industrial autonomic network node
(IAN21) to transmit two streams to another industrial autonomic network node
(IAN22), using only one Giga Ethernet link. We obtain 312 Mbps and 229 Mbps
(total 541 Mbps) and each CPU was used to the maximum (2x50% on transmit-
ter and receiver). We also try the full-duplex feature of our card by sending one
stream from IAN21 to IAN22 and vice-et-versa (bidirectional connection). We
obtain 196 Mbps and 247 Mbps (total 443 Mbps). About 2x50 % of CPU was used
on each CPU (i.e transmitter and receiver). We notice that there are as many iperf
processes running as data streams on the link, and each process shares with equity
the CPU load. The figure 7 shows throughput performance reduction in function
of number of streams on a back-to-back connection topology.
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Fig. 7. Throughput performance reduction when number of stream increases between
two IAN2 connected back-to-back
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We also did some tests with a PCMCIA wireless card (using the Orinoco
Linux modules) plugged in the IAN2 (802.11b). Best obtained throughput, when
the IAN2 is 10 meters far from the wireless Access Point was only 4.45 Mbps
(without external antenna).

The figure 8 shows throughput performance reduction in function of number
of streams in a wireless context. We also did some bidirectional tests and sur-
prisingly we obtain an average throughput equal to the maximum speed. Finally,
we try to remove the TCP no delay option (Nagle) and obtain a slightly lower
performance (3.92 Mbps).

These experiments show that IAN2 nodes must be dedicated to some specific
platforms (wireless environments, xDSL, Fast Ethernet). This can be compatible
with some current industrial deployments.
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Fig. 8. Throughput performance reduction when number of stream increases in a wire-
less context

4.2 Evaluating Autonomic Performances

We present some results obtained with the Tamanoirembedded Execution Envi-
ronment. We ran two different active services : a lightweight service (in terms
of CPU usage), called MarkS, used to count and mark the packets crossing the
Tamanoir node. And a heavyweight service (in terms of CPU usage), called
GzipS which compresses packets payload on-the-fly using the Lempel-Ziv cod-
ing (LZ77). The Execution Environment and services run in a SUN JVM 1.4.2.
Table 2 shows performance results with different payload size for both
services.

Table 2. Throughput (Mbps) of Tamanoir applying a lightweight service (MarkS) and
a CPU consuming service (GzipS)

4kB 16kB 32kB 56kB
MarkS 96 144 112 80
GzipS 9.8 14.5 15.9 16.6
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We compare obtained results with high performance active network node plat-
form (embedded in a Compaq DL360 (G2) Proliant, dual-PIII, 1.4GHz, 66MHz
PCI bus). We used different network interfaces (Fast, Giga Ethernet) and pro-
tocols (UDP / TCP).
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Fig. 9. Throughput comparisons of a
lightweight service
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Fig. 10. Throughput comparisons of a
heavy service

The IAN2 based on a reliable fan-less no disk node with a lightweight Execu-
tion Environment, shows comparable results with a slow desktop machine with a
slow hard disk drive. We can see the limit of IAN2 CPU with the GzipS service
(CPU is 100% used for a bandwidth of 16 Mbps). For a lightweight service, like
the MarkS service, we observe a combined limitation of the CPU and the IAN2
network interfaces cards. The major point of deception is about the network
interfaces announced to support 1 Gbps and which sustain with difficulty only
half of the bandwidth. Moreover, we can observe that due the modification of
the Tamanoir high performance Execution Environment, the autonomic node
does not benefit from some improvements (lightweight Linux modules, efficient
JVM. . . ). Thus all data packets are processed inside the Java Virtual Machine.
But the industrial deployment on an industrial autonomic network node can still
benefit from this trade off between performances and reliability.

4.3 Performances of the IAN2 Node within Multimedia Context
Application

In our architecture, the industrial autonomic node is the point where all active
services are performed, so it is a critical point. To evaluate its performances, we
measure the processor load during the adapting and the transmitting of a video
file (Fig 3).

Results show that the CPU of the IAN2 (VIA C3 1 GHz) is intensively
used during video adapting. There is no enhancement even when the video size
decreases. In table 3, the transmission with the MJPEG format is performed
by the same active service, but with no adapting step. In this case, we observe
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Table 3. CPU load on the IAN2 when adapting and transmitting a video file

Format / Size Usr CPU load
MJPEG / 720x480 < 1 %
H263 / 352x288 98,7 %
H263 / 176x144 99,3 %
H263 / 128x96 99 %

Table 4. Output data rate when adapting and transmitting a video file on IAN2

Output Format / Resolution Entry File / Output File Transmitting time PDA loading time
MJPEG / 720x480 14794 KB / 14794 KB 4 min 50 sec 5 min 10 sec
H263 / 352x288 14794 KB / 1448 KB 22 sec 2 min 55 sec
H263 / 176x144 14794 KB / 365 KB 8,5 sec 1 min 30 sec
H263 / 128x96 14794 KB / 179 KB 3,8 sec 1 min 18 sec
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Fig. 11. Output data rate when adapting and transmitting a video stream over RTP

that the CPU load is negligible. This proves that the load is totally due to
the processing of data adapting and resizing, done by the autonomic service.
Adapting is computation intensive for the IAN2 equipment..

To evaluate the impacts of data adaptation on the network, we measure the
output data rate on the active node (using wireless network), when transmitting
an adapted video file to a PDA (table 4) and when transmitting over RTP an
adapted video stream to a laptop (figure 11).

We can observe on table 4 the link between video file adaptation (requiring
an intensive usage of CPU) with transmitting performances of adapted file. The
IAN2 node applies adaptation of a MJPEG file and sends the results to a remote
PDA. Even with a limited CPU, the industrial autonomic network node provides
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efficient adaptation which reduces the amount of transported data and globally
improves the performances of the application.

On figure 11, we also observe the same results : the adapted stream consumes
less bandwidth when changing the video format (from MJPEG to H263) and
when resizing video (from CIF 352x288 to SQCIF 128x96). Resizing the video
decreases considerably the amount of data transmitted on the network. When
transmitting a multimedia file, the transmitting time is thus shortened, and so
the occupation time on the network. These results show that adaptation on the
autonomic network node is beneficial to save network bandwidth.

5 Related Works

Various research projects linking academic partners and industrial partners have
explored the design of industry targeted active network and environments.
GCAP[15] describes a prototype of an active commercial router. While
ANDROID[4] and FAIN[5,6] propose models and prototypes of generic active
network architecture.

Some companies have also explored the proposition of active infrastructure
in order to deal with their own needs. NTT[13] proposes the A-BOX an active
network node mixing hardware and software for supporting Gigabit networks.
Hitachi[6,14] presents some gateways mixing active networks and web services.
Few network operators have experimented deployment of active environment on
their network equipments. Nortel has proposed a software execution environment
running on an Accelar Gigabit switch[9,10]. Alcatel[12] has proposed prototype
of an active node based on an OmniSwitch Alcatel router.

6 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper we described the design of the IAN2 prototype of industrial auto-
nomic network node. We discuss hardware choice to fit typical industrial require-
ments in terms of space usage, limited accessibility and then remote maintenance.
Then, we discussed the software solution used to provide a reliable network device
based on a minimal open source operating system easily upgradeable remotely.
We proposed the Tamanoirembedded suite, a simplified execution environment
able to dynamically deploy active services and apply them to the data streams
in order to adapt them to the terminal clients (e.g tablet PC, cell phone or
PDA). By doing this, we propose a reliable “plug and route” autonomic node.

This paper provides also a performance evaluation of IAN2 in terms of pro-
cessing power, networking and Execution Environment performances. Results
show that performances are far from a current desktop machine so we can-
not deploy IAN2 for high performance networking (Giga) platforms. But for
lower bandwidth architecture (Fast Ethernet, xDSL or Wireless networks), IAN2

nodes can perfectly support a large class of reliable autonomic services.
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Switching from an experimental and academic project to an industrial project
providing an equipment running in a production context is a real challenge.
However, it is a mandatory step if we want to see one day a large number of
active and programmable equipments deployed.

Next step concerns the development of a set of autonomic services in order to
be deployed on IAN2 nodes.
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